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                Works with Google Drive
            


            
                You can upload files from your PC or Google Drive.
            

        

        
            
                
                Instruction Manual
            


            
                We have a simple tutorial guide which explains the features of the software extension and what each button inside the extension does. Read our tutorial and welcome guide on how to use the extension to the fullest.
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                Any operating system works
            


            
                This addons works on all computers - the operating system you use doesn't matter.
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                Work with Drive
            

        

    

    

    
        	Learn vocabulary effectively through flash cards


    




    


    

    Features:

Install and open.

	After installing the extension. You click on the icon to begin learning.



To learn different vocabulary, click on the left or right arrow button to go to the next word

Flash cards are a great way to learn new words and get a handle on pronunciation.

Flash cards work especially well for languages with a lot of unfamiliar characters and complicated grammar rules, like Chinese and Japanese.

Flash cards are also perfect for learning vocabulary from textbooks or other language materials.

There are several different ways to make flash cards. You can create your own or buy them pre-made in stores or online.

Flashcard software allows you to create and study stacks of cards containing information. These cards are available in many languages, including English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Chinese and Japanese. For example, you can use flashcards to memorize vocabulary words or equations.

Flashcards are a very popular way to learn new information because they're easy to use and they work well with the human brain. Here are some popular desktop flash card programs:

Anki Flashcards is a free program that lets you create and manage digital flashcards. It works on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux systems.

Cards 3D is a free program for Windows PCs that lets users create and study virtual flashcards using 3D animations.

Tutorial:


	Install the Extension
	
        After installing the extension, click on the icon
            [image: ]
        on the toolbar.
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